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Geostatistics For Engineers And Earth Scientists
Specialists in building and civil engineering, architecture, traffic and transport engineering,
urban planning and avalanche science came together at the Fifth International Conference on
Snow Engineering, organized by the Federal Swiss Institute for Snow and Avalanche
Research in Davos 2004. This event belongs to a series of Snow Engineering Confe
Rapid advances in tomography and imaging techniques and their successful application in soil
and plant science are changing our sciences today. Many more articles using imaging and
tomography are being published currently compared to 20 years ago. Soil–Water–Root
Processes: Advances in Tomography and Imaging is a unique assemblage of contributions
exploring applications of imaging and tomography systems in soil science—it provides an
updated collection of X-ray computed tomography, synchrotron microtomography, neutron
imaging, magnetic resonance imaging, geophysical imaging tools, and other tomography
techniques for evaluating soils and roots. Exciting new procedures and applications have been
developed, with the promise to propel forward our understanding of soil and plant properties
and processes.
Praise for the First Edition ". . . a readable, comprehensive volume that . . . belongs onthe
desk, close at hand, of any serious researcher orpractitioner." —Mathematical Geosciences The
state of the art in geostatistics Geostatistical models and techniques such as kriging
andstochastic multi-realizations exploit spatial correlations toevaluate natural resources, help
optimize their development, andaddress environmental issues related to air and water quality,
soilpollution, and forestry. Geostatistics: Modeling SpatialUncertainty, Second Edition presents
a comprehensive, up-to-datereference on the topic, now featuring the latest developments
inthe field. The authors explain both the theory and applications ofgeostatistics through a
unified treatment that emphasizesmethodology. Key topics that are the foundation of
geostatisticsare explored in-depth, including stationary and nonstationarymodels; linear and
nonlinear methods; change of support;multivariate approaches; and conditional simulations.
The SecondEdition highlights the growing number of applications ofgeostatistical methods and
discusses three key areas of growth inthe field: New results and methods, including kriging
very large datasets;kriging with outliers; nonse??parable space-time covariances;multipoint
simulations; pluri-gaussian simulations; gradualdeformation; and extreme value geostatistics
Newly formed connections between geostatistics and otherapproaches such as radial basis
functions, Gaussian Markov randomfields, and data assimilation New perspectives on topics
such as collocated cokriging, krigingwith an external drift, discrete Gaussian change-of-support
models,and simulation algorithms Geostatistics, Second Edition is an excellent book for
courseson the topic at the graduate level. It also serves as an invaluablereference for earth
scientists, mining and petroleum engineers,geophysicists, and environmental statisticians who
collect andanalyze data in their everyday work.
Scientists and consultants need to estimate and map properties of the terrestrial environment.
These include plant nutrients and parasites in soil, gaseous emissions from soil, pollutant
metals and xenobiotics in waste and contaminated land, salt in groundwater and species
abundances above ground. The scale varies from small experimental plots to catchments, and
the land may be enclosed in fields or be open grassland, forest or desert. Those who sample
the variables to obtain the necessary data need guidance on the design and analysis of
sampling methods for their conclusions and recommendations to be valid. This book provides
that guidance, backed by sound rationale and statistical theory. It concentrates on designbased sampling for estimates of mean values of environmental properties, emphasizing
replication and randomization. It starts with simple random sampling and then progresses to
more efficient designs, such as spatially stratified random sampling, stratification by classes
and cluster sampling. It includes a section on purposive sampling in classical soil survey, which
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is relevant to other environmental properties such as vegetation. It also describes the effects of
bulking on errors and the use of ancillary information and regression to improve estimates. The
authors draw the important distinction between design-based sampling for estimating means
and model-based methods (geostatistics) for local spatial prediction and mapping, and focus
on the latter. They describe designs suitable for computing variograms and prediction by
kriging, as well as a staged approach, so that sampling is neither inadequate nor excessive,
and designs adapt as knowledge is accumulated. Including numerous worked case studies of
sampling in agriculture, ecology and environmental science, the book will be of immediate
practical value.
This ground-breaking work is the first to cover the fundamentals of hydrogeophysics from both
the hydrogeological and geophysical perspectives. Authored by leading experts and expert
groups, the book starts out by explaining the fundamentals of hydrological characterization,
with focus on hydrological data acquisition and measurement analysis as well as geostatistical
approaches. The fundamentals of geophysical characterization are then at length, including the
geophysical techniques that are often used for hydrogeological characterization. Unlike other
books, the geophysical methods and petrophysical discussions presented here emphasize the
theory, assumptions, approaches, and interpretations that are particularly important for
hydrogeological applications. A series of hydrogeophysical case studies illustrate
hydrogeophysical approaches for mapping hydrological units, estimation of hydrogeological
parameters, and monitoring of hydrogeological processes. Finally, the book concludes with
hydrogeophysical frontiers, i.e. on emerging technologies and stochastic hydrogeophysical
inversion approaches.
GIS and Geostatistical Techniques for Groundwater Science provides a detailed synthesis of
the application of GIS and geostatistics in groundwater studies. As the book illustrates, GIS
can be a powerful tool for developing solutions for water resource problems, assessing water
quality, and managing water resources. Beginning with an introduction to the history of GIS
and geostatistical techniques in groundwater studies, the book then describes various spatial
techniques, including case studies for various applications, from quality assessment, to
resource management. This book assembles the most up-to-date techniques in GIS and
geostatistics as they relate to groundwater, one of our most important natural resources.
Provides details on the application of GIS and statistics in groundwater studies Includes
practical coverage of the use of spatial analysis techniques in groundwater science Bridges the
gap between geostatistics and GIS as it relates to groundwater science and management
Offers worldwide case studies to illustrate various techniques and applications in addressing
groundwater issues
1. Introduction. 2. Regionalized Compositions. 3. Spatial Covariance Structure. 4. Concepts of
Null Correlation. 5. Cokriging. 6. Practical Aspects of Compositional Data Analysis. 7.
Application to Real Data. Summary and Prospects. References. Index.

The increased efficiency and profitability that the proper application of technology
can provide has made precision agriculture the hottest developing area within
traditional agriculture. The first single-source volume to cover GIS applications in
agronomy, GIS Applications in Agriculture examines ways that this powerful
technology can help farmers
This book provides a wealth of geomathematical case history studies performed
by the author during his career at the Ministry of Natural Resources Canada,
Geological Survey of Canada (NRCan-GSC). Several of the techniques newly
developed by the author and colleagues that are described in this book have
become widely adopted, not only for further research by geomathematical
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colleagues, but by government organizations and industry worldwide. These
include Weights-of-Evidence modelling, mineral resource estimation technology,
trend surface analysis, automatic stratigraphic correlation and nonlinear
geochemical exploration methods. The author has developed maximum
likelihood methodology and spline-fitting techniques for the construction of the
international numerical geologic timescale. He has introduced the application of
new theory of fractals and multi fractals in the geostatistical evaluation of regional
mineral resources and ore reserves and to study the spatial distribution of metals
in rocks. The book also contains sections deemed important by the author but
that have not been widely adopted because they require further research. These
include the geometry of preferred orientations of contours and edge effects on
maps, time series analysis of Quaternary retreating ice sheet related sedimentary
data, estimation of first and last appearances of fossil taxa from frequency
distributions of their observed first and last occurrences, tectonic reactivation
along pre-existing schistosity planes in fold belts, use of the grouped jackknife
method for bias reduction in geometrical extrapolations and new applications of
the theory of permanent, volume-independent frequency distributions.
River Basin Management is a collection of papers presented at a conference on
implementation of the EU Water Framework Directive, held in Budapest in May
2005. The Water Framework Directive requires progressive protection and
enhancement to rivers, lakes, estuaries, coastal waters and wetlands by the year
2015. At the heart of this major new piece of legislation is the requirement for all
EU member states to prepare river basin management plans for all river basin
catchments, providing the basis for coordinated improvements to water
management, leading to better water quality and sustainable aquatic
environments in lakes and rivers. The papers cover a wide range of topics
including pilot studies for the development of river basin management plans,
public participation in the planning process, water quality monitoring, modeling
and analysis, identifying and addressing pollution and meeting environmental
objectives. The book presents an array of experience from eighteen European
countries in the implementation of the EU’s most far reaching environmental
legislation. It is an invaluable source of information and ideas for the widespread
preparation of river basin management plans now starting throughout Europe.
A novel, practical approach to modeling spatial uncertainty. This book deals with
statistical models used to describe natural variables distributed in space or in
time and space. It takes a practical, unified approach to geostatistics-integrating
statistical data with physical equations and geological concepts while stressing
the importance of an objective description based on empirical evidence. This
unique approach facilitates realistic modeling that accounts for the complexity of
natural phenomena and helps solve economic and development problems-in
mining, oil exploration, environmental engineering, and other real-world situations
involving spatial uncertainty. Up-to-date, comprehensive, and well-written,
Geostatistics: Modeling Spatial Uncertainty explains both theory and applications,
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covers many useful topics, and offers a wealth of new insights for nonstatisticians
and seasoned professionals alike. This volume: * Reviews the most up-to-date
geostatistical methods and the types of problems they address. * Emphasizes the
statistical methodologies employed in spatial estimation. * Presents simulation
techniques and digital models of uncertainty. * Features more than 150 figures
and many concrete examples throughout the text. * Includes extensive footnoting
as well as a thorough bibliography. Geostatistics: Modeling Spatial Uncertainty is
the only geostatistical book to address a broad audience in both industry and
academia. An invaluable resource for geostatisticians, physicists, mining
engineers, and earth science professionals such as petroleum geologists,
geophysicists, and hydrogeologists, it is also an excellent supplementary text for
graduate-level courses in related subjects.
Spatio-temporal Analysis of Extreme Hydrological Events offers an extensive
view of the experiences and applications of the latest developments and
methodologies for analyzing and understanding extreme environmental and
hydrological events. The book addresses the topic using spatio-temporal
methods, such as space-time geostatistics, machine learning, statistical theory,
hydrological modelling, neural network and evolutionary algorithms. This
important resource for both hydrologists and statisticians interested in the
framework of spatial and temporal analysis of hydrological events will provide
users with an enhanced understanding of the relationship between magnitude,
dynamics and the probability of extreme hydrological events. Presents spatiotemporal processes, including multivariate dynamic modelling Provides varying
methodological approaches, giving the readers multiple hydrological modelling
information to use in their work Includes a variety of case studies making the
context of the book relatable to everyday working situations
Spatial Analysis Using Big Data: Methods and Urban Applications helps readers
understand the most powerful, state-of-the-art spatial econometric methods,
focusing particularly on urban research problems. The methods represent a
cluster of potentially transformational socio-economic modeling tools that allow
researchers to capture real-time and high-resolution information to potentially
reveal new socioeconomic dynamics within urban populations. Each method,
written by leading exponents of the discipline, uses real-time urban big data to
solve research problems in spatial science. Urban applications of these methods
are provided in unsurpassed depth, with chapters on surface temperature
mapping, view value analysis, community clustering and spatial-social networks,
among many others. Reviews some of the most powerful and challenging
modern methods to study big data problems in spatial science Provides computer
codes written in R, MATLAB and Python to help implement methods Applies
these methods to common problems observed in urban and regional economics
This presents practical techniques for interpolation and estimation problems
when analysing data from field observations.
Reservoir modeling today combines the empirical conceptual ideas developed by
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geologists over the past 300 years with the rigor of formal statistical analysis to capture
the uncertainty inherent in predicting reservoir properties in the inter-well space. In
particular, this volume addresses the application of geostatistical methods that have
emerged over the past two decades and are now found embedded in petroleum
reservoir characterization and simulation software. The popularity of this specialized
statistics for spatially related data has occurred because of its ability to successfully
analyze and integrate different types of data, provide meaningful results for model
building, and quantitatively assess uncertainty for risk management. Additionally, this
modeling approach is applicable to both geoscientists and engineers thereby lending
itself to the concept of a shared earth model and a multidisciplinary workforce.
However, the technology is not intuitive and has been implemented at a pace that has
left many geoscientists and engineers wanting. This book is designed for front-line
modelers who want to better understand the fundamentals of spatial statistics and their
application to reservoir modeling. It describes the five basic steps and their important
methodologies necessary to creating reliable reservoir models; exploratory data
analysis, spatial modeling, modeling of key reservoir properties including facies and
petrophysics, uncertainty assessment, and preparation for flow simulation.
A revised edition that provides a full update on the most current methods, tools, and
research in petroleum geostatistics.
Precision agriculture (PA) involves the application of technologies and agronomic
principles to manage spatial and temporal variation associated with all aspects of
agricultural production in order to improve crop performance and environmental quality.
The focus of this book is to introduce a non-specialist audience to the the role of PA in
food security, environmental protection, and sustainable use of natural resources, as
well as its economic benefits. The technologies covered include yield monitors and
remote sensing, and the key agronomic principles addressed are the optimal delivery of
fertilizers, water and pesticides to crops only when and where these are required. As a
result, it is shown that both food production and resource efficiency can be maximized,
without waste or damage to the environment, such as can occur from excessive
fertilizer or pesticide applications. The authors of necessity describe some technicalities
about PA, but the overall aim is to introduce readers who are unfamiliar with PA to this
very broad subject and to demonstrate the potential impact of PA on the environment
and economy. The book shows how farmers can place sustainability of the environment
at the centre of their operations and that this is improved with the application of PA. The
range of topics described includes sampling and mapping, weed and pest control,
proximal and remote sensing, spatio-temporal analysis for improving management,
management zones and water management. These are illustrated with case studies on
sampling and mapping, biofuels from sugar cane and maize, paddy rice cultivation, and
cotton production. Chapter 3 of this book is freely available as a downloadable Open
Access PDF at http://www.tandfebooks.com/page/openaccess It has been made
available under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial-No Derivatives 3.0
license.
Leading air quality professionals describe different aspects of air pollution. The book
presents information on four broad areas of interest in the air pollution field; the air
pollution monitoring; air quality modeling; the GIS techniques to manage air quality; the
new approaches to manage air quality. This book fulfills the need on the latest concepts
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of air pollution science and provides comprehensive information on all relevant
components relating to air pollution issues in urban areas and industries. The book is
suitable for a variety of scientists who wish to follow application of the theory in practice
in air pollution. Known for its broad case studies, the book emphasizes an insightful of
the connection between sources and control of air pollution, rather than being a simple
manual on the subject.
Remote Sensing of Ocean and Coastal Environments advances the scientific
understanding and application of technologies to address a variety of areas relating to
sustainable development, including environmental systems analysis, environmental
management, clean processes, green chemistry and green engineering. Through each
contributed chapter, the book covers ocean remote sensing, ocean color monitoring,
modeling biomass and the carbon of oceanic ecosystems, sea surface temperature
(SST) and sea surface salinity, ocean monitoring for oil spills and pollutions, coastal
erosion and accretion measurement. This book is aimed at those with a common
interest in oceanography techniques, sustainable development and other diverse
backgrounds within earth and ocean science fields. This book is ideal for academicians,
scientists, environmentalists, meteorologists, environmental consultants and computing
experts working in the areas of earth and ocean sciences. Provides a comprehensive
assessment of various ocean processes and their relative phenomena Includes
graphical abstract and photosets in each chapter Presents literature reviews, case
studies and applications
Preface. 1. Spatiotemporal Mapping in Natural Sciences. 2. Spatiotemporal Geometry.
3. Physical Knowledge. 4. The Epistemic Paradigm. 5. Mathematical Formulation of the
BME Method. 6. Analytical Expressions of the Posterior Operator. 7. The Choice of a
Spatiotemporal Estimate. 8. Uncertainty Assessment. 9. Modifications of Formal BME
Analysis. 10. Single-Point Analytical Formulations. 11. Multipoint Analytical
Formulations. 12. Popular Methods in the Light of Modern Spatiotemporal Geostatistics.
13. A Call Not to Arms but to Research. Bibliography. Index.
Voorts een alphabetische lijst van Nederlandsche boeken in België uitgegeven.

This book aims to develop the ideas from fundamentals of percolation theory to
practical reservoir engineering applications. Through a focus on field scale
applications of percolation concepts to reservoir engineering problems, it offers
an approximation method to determine many important reservoir parameters,
such as effective permeability and reservoir connectivity and the physical
analysis of some reservoir engineering properties. Starring with the concept of
percolation theory, it then develops into methods to simple geological systems
like sand-bodies and fractures. The accuracy and efficiency of the percolation
concept for these is explained and further extended to more complex realistic
models.Percolation Theory in Reservoir Engineering primarily focuses on larger
reservoir scale flow and demonstrates methods that can be used to estimate
large scale properties and their uncertainty, crucial for major development and
investment decisions in hydrocarbon recovery. remove
Geostatistics for Engineers and Earth Scientists
This volume discusses the sustainability of Egypt’s agriculture and the
challenges involved. It provides a comprehensive review and the latest research
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findings, and covers a variety of topics under the following themes: · Applicability
of sustainable agriculture in Egypt · Sustainable agriculture under water scarcity
and polluted soil environments · Improved crop productivity using a variety of
tried and tested procedures · Biotechnology application for agricultural
sustainability and food security · Potentiality of soil-sensing for a more
sustainable agricultural environment The volume closes with a summary of the
key conclusions and recommendations from all chapters. Together with the
companion volume Sustainability of Agricultural Environment in Egypt: Part II, it
offers an essential source of information for postgraduate students, researchers,
and stakeholders alike.
This book offers alternative definitions of spatial scale, presents approaches for
exploring spatial scale, and makes use of a wide variety of case studies in the
physical and social sciences to demonstrate key concepts. It consists of three
integrated strands. The first is conceptual, outlining some definitions of spatial
scale and debating the meaning and value of concepts of scale. The second
strand outlines methods for exploration of spatial scale including standard
measures of spatial autocorrelation, fractals, wavelets, multilevel models and
geostatistical measures. The third and final strand demonstrates the application
of these concepts and methods to real world case studies. -Geostatistics for Engineers and Earth ScientistsSpringer Science & Business
Media
As the public and producers becomes more aware of the environmental and
economic benefits of precision farming, there has been increased demand for
quality training to accurately evaluate spatial variability within fields. Practical
Mathematics in Precision Farming provides hand-on training and examples for
certified crop consultants (CCAs), farmers, crop consultants, and students (both
undergraduate and graduate) on how to conduct to conduct and analyze on-farm
studies, write simple programs, use precision techniques to scout for pests and
collect soil samples, develop management zones, determine the cost of
production, assess the environmental consequences of precision techniques,
understand soil test results, and develop site-specific nutrient and plant
population algorithms. Using real agronomic examples, the reader is taught the
crucial task of managing products and inputs for application at the right rate,
place, and time.
The book focuses on the development of advanced functions for field-based
temporal geographical information systems (TGIS). These fields describe natural,
epidemiological, economical, and social phenomena distributed across space
and time. The book is organized around four main themes: "Concepts,
mathematical tools, computer programs, and applications". Chapters I and II
review the conceptual framework of the modern TGIS and introduce the
fundamental ideas of spatiotemporal modelling. Chapter III discusses issues of
knowledge synthesis and integration. Chapter IV presents state-of-the-art
mathematical tools of spatiotemporal mapping. Links between existing TGIS
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techniques and the modern Bayesian maximum entropy (BME) method offer
significant improvements in the advanced TGIS functions. Comparisons are
made between the proposed functions and various other techniques (e.g.,
Kriging, and Kalman-Bucy filters). Chapter V analyzes the interpretive features of
the advanced TGIS functions, establishing correspondence between the natural
system and the formal mathematics which describe it. In Chapters IV and V one
can also find interesting extensions of TGIS functions (e.g., non-Bayesian
connectives and Fisher information measures). Chapters VI and VII familiarize
the reader with the TGIS toolbox and the associated library of comprehensive
computer programs. Chapter VIII discusses important applications of TGIS in the
context of scientific hypothesis testing, explanation, and decision making.
The first Pan-American Conference on Soil Mechanics and Geotechnical Engineering
(PCSMGE) was held in Mexico in 1959. Every 4 years since then, PCSMGE has
brought together the geotechnical engineering community from all over the world to
discuss the problems, solutions and future challenges facing this engineering sector.
Sixty years after the first conference, the 2019 edition returns to Mexico. This book,
Geotechnical Engineering in the XXI Century: Lessons learned and future challenges,
presents the proceedings of the XVI Pan-American Conference on Soil Mechanics and
Geotechnical Engineering (XVI PCSMGE), held in Cancun, Mexico, from 17 – 20
November 2019. Of the 393 full papers submitted, 335 were accepted for publication
after peer review. They are included here organized into 19 technical sessions, and
cover a wide range of themes related to geotechnical engineering in the 21st century.
Topics covered include: laboratory and in-situ testing; analytical and physical modeling
in geotechnics; numerical modeling in geotechnics; unsaturated soils; soft soils;
foundations and retaining structures; excavations and tunnels; offshore geotechnics;
transportation in geotechnics; natural hazards; embankments and tailings dams; soils
dynamics and earthquake engineering; ground improvement; sustainability and geoenvironment; preservation of historic sites; forensics engineering; rock mechanics;
education; and energy geotechnics. Providing a state-of-the-art overview of research
into innovative and challenging applications in the field, the book will be of interest to all
those working in soil mechanics and geotechnical engineering. In this proceedings,
58% of the contributions are in English, and 42% of the contributions are in Spanish or
Portuguese.
Geotechnical Safety and Risk IV contains the contributions presented at the 4th
International Symposium on Geotechnical Safety and Risk (4th ISGSR, Hong Kong, 4-6
December 2013), which was organised under the auspices of the Geotechnical Safety
Network (GEOSNet), TC304 on Engineering Practice of Risk Assessment and
Management and TC205 on Safety an
The Stanford Geostatistical Modeling Software (SGeMS) is an open-source computer
package for solving problems involving spatially related variables. It provides
geostatistics practitioners with a user-friendly interface, an interactive 3-D visualization,
and a wide selection of algorithms. This practical book provides a step-by-step guide to
using SGeMS algorithms. It explains the underlying theory, demonstrates their
implementation, discusses their potential limitations, and helps the user make an
informed decision about the choice of one algorithm over another. Users can complete
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complex tasks using the embedded scripting language, and new algorithms can be
developed and integrated through the SGeMS plug-in mechanism. SGeMS was the first
software to provide algorithms for multiple-point statistics, and the book presents a
discussion of the corresponding theory and applications. Incorporating the full SGeMS
software (now available from www.cambridge.org/9781107403246), this book is a
useful user-guide for Earth Science graduates and researchers, as well as practitioners
of environmental mining and petroleum engineering.
This book focuses on computational methods for large-scale statistical inverse
problems and provides an introduction to statistical Bayesian and frequentist
methodologies. Recent research advances for approximation methods are discussed,
along with Kalman filtering methods and optimization-based approaches to solving
inverse problems. The aim is to cross-fertilize the perspectives of researchers in the
areas of data assimilation, statistics, large-scale optimization, applied and
computational mathematics, high performance computing, and cutting-edge
applications. The solution to large-scale inverse problems critically depends on
methods to reduce computational cost. Recent research approaches tackle this
challenge in a variety of different ways. Many of the computational frameworks
highlighted in this book build upon state-of-the-art methods for simulation of the forward
problem, such as, fast Partial Differential Equation (PDE) solvers, reduced-order
models and emulators of the forward problem, stochastic spectral approximations, and
ensemble-based approximations, as well as exploiting the machinery for large-scale
deterministic optimization through adjoint and other sensitivity analysis methods. Key
Features: Brings together the perspectives of researchers in areas of inverse problems
and data assimilation. Assesses the current state-of-the-art and identify needs and
opportunities for future research. Focuses on the computational methods used to
analyze and simulate inverse problems. Written by leading experts of inverse problems
and uncertainty quantification. Graduate students and researchers working in statistics,
mathematics and engineering will benefit from this book.
The conferences on ‘Applications for Computers and Operations Research in the
Minerals Industry’ (APCOM) initially focused on the optimization of geostatistics and
resource estimation. Several standard methods used in these fields were presented in
the early days of APCOM. While geostatistics remains an important part, information
technology has emerged, and nowadays APCOM not only focuses on geostatistics and
resource estimation, but has broadened its horizon to Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) in the mineral industry. Mining Goes Digital is a collection of 90 high
quality, peer reviewed papers covering recent ICT-related developments in: Geostatistics and Resource Estimation - Mine Planning - Scheduling and Dispatch Mine Safety and Mine Operation - Internet of Things, Robotics - Emerging
Technologies - Synergies from other industries - General aspects of Digital
Transformation in Mining Mining Goes Digital will be of interest to professionals and
academics involved or interested in the above-mentioned areas.
The large-scale application of new silvicultural systems has become a political reality in
many parts of the world. This involves a gradual transformation of traditional silvicultural
practice towards Continuous Cover Forestry, also known as near-natural forest
management, favouring mixed uneven-aged stands, site-adapted tree species and
selective harvesting. Selective harvesting systems have a long tradition. Specific CCFPage 9/10
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related resource assessment, forecasting and sustainable harvest control techniques
have been developed, but details about their use are not widely known. The objective of
this volume is to present state-of-the-art research results and techniques relating to
CCF management with an emphasis on systems engineering and modelling. Using a
very simple classification based on the development of timber volume over age or time
we may distinguish two types of sustainable forest management systems. Rotation
forest management (RFM) systems, characterized by standard silvicultural treatments
and repetitive cycles of clearfelling followed by planting; and continuous cover forestry
(CCF) systems which are characterized by selective harvesting and natural
regeneration, resulting in uneven-aged structures and frequently also in multi-species
forests. The distinction is usually the result of decisions relating to the cost of timber
harvesting, simplicity of management, or various intangible benefits. The oldest and
most perfect examples of CCF systems are the so called plenter selection forests found
in France, Switzerland, Slowenia and Germany. Today, CCF systems are encountered
in various regions of Europe, North America and in some tropical and sub-tropical
forests of South Africa, Asia and South America.
The studies of Earth's history and of the physical and chemical properties of the
substances that make up our planet, are of great significance to our understanding both
of its past and its future. The geological and other environmental processes on Earth
and the composition of the planet are of vital importance in locating and harnessing its
resources. This book is primarily written for research scholars, geologists, civil
engineers, mining engineers, and environmentalists. Hopefully the text will be used by
students, and it will continue to be of value to them throughout their subsequent
professional and research careers. This does not mean to infer that the book was
written solely or mainly with the student in mind. Indeed from the point of view of the
researcher in Earth and Environmental Science it could be argued that this text
contains more detail than he will require in his initial studies or research.
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